
            Mini Balloon Stuffer A103

The ‘Mini Balloon Stuffer’ is the ideal product to
easily and quickly ll medium-large sized balloons.

This product is very compact and occupies little space 
making it easy to carry and use.

Image # 1 shows the complete product with all its parts.

 

Image #2 shows a practical example on how to correctly
use our ‘Mini Balloon Stuffer’.

We used an 18" transparent stufng balloon with a little
quantity of Hi-Float inside.

As decoration, we used 1 pack of our round blue confetti.

Image #3 shows the nal result in all it’s beauty.  

NB: Balloons and accessories shown in the images are not included in the package

Description of the different parts:

    A - balloon attachment point:
We recommend the use of medium-large sized balloons (from 10" up to a maximum of 24" round)

     B - shut-off valve:
Allows the passage of air or helium introduced during the ination of the balloon, once closed, it 
blocks the entrance preventing the inserted gas from escaping.

     C - ination opening:
Section in which the gas (air or helium) is inserted.

     D - decorations loader:
Removable part of the product where the different decorations that will go inside the balloon
are inserted. We recommend the use of small decorations
(e.g. confetti, glitter, little stars, colored balls, etc.)
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Mini Balloon Stuffer A103, How To Use

#1 Adhesive application (optional)
After choosing the size of the balloon to use, we recommend applying a minimum dose of adhesive (Hi-Float - Anyoat) 
in order to ensure a solid grip inside the balloon. Some decorations can also be applied by rubbing a cloth on the 
balloon to create static.

#3 Unscrew the decoration loader

#2 Evenly distribute the adhesive (optional)
Make sure to distribute the adhesive evenly inside the balloon, this will ensure a long lasting decoration. 
The best method is to massage the balloon by moving it inside your hands.

#4 Inserting decoration(s)
Insert the chosen decoration inside the loader. We recommend the use of small decorations
(e.g. confetti, glitter, little stars, colored balls, etc.)

#5 Loader closure and balloon application
Once the loader is securely tightened, the balloon can be applied on the appropriate end. We suggest
the use of medium-large sized balloons (from 10" up to a maximum of 24" round). In image #5 we use
an 18" transparent stufng balloon, held tightly by an elastic (not necessary but recommended for larger balloons).

#7 Ination
After tightening the balloon's neck rmly you can start introducing the gas (air or helium)

#9 Conclusion
To conclude just close the valve at the inlet to prevent the gas from escaping and move the balloon so that the decoration 
adheres well. Tie the balloon neck and enjoy your work.

#8 Applying the decoration(s)
During ination and keeping a rm grip on the balloon, the decoration process can begin.
Just ip the ‘Mini Balloon Stuffer’ 180°, this will cause the decoration to fall inside the main tube where
it will be pushed into the balloon by the inserted gas (air or helium).

#6 Complete assembly
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